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Abstract
Organizations often suffer harm from individuals who bear them no malice but whose actions unintentionally expose the organizations to risk in some way. This paper examines initial findings from research on such cases, referred to as unintentional insider threat (UIT). The goal of this paper is to inform government and industry stakeholders about the problem and its possible causes and mitigation strategies. As an initial approach to addressing the problem, we developed an operational definition for UIT, reviewed research relevant to possible causes and contributing factors, and provided examples of UIT cases and their frequencies across several categories. We conclude the paper by discussing initial recommendations on mitigation strategies and countermeasures.

1. Introduction
A significant proportion of computer and organizational security professionals believe insider threat is the greatest risk to their enterprise, and more than 40% report that their greatest security concern is employees accidentally jeopardizing security through data leaks or similar errors [1]. This paper examines the unintentional insider threat (UIT) problem by developing an operational definition, reviewing relevant research to gain a better understanding of its causes and contributing factors, providing examples of UIT cases and the frequencies of UIT occurrences across several categories, and discussing initial recommendations on potential mitigation strategies and countermeasures. Because this research topic has largely been unrecognized, a major goal of this study is to inform government and industry stakeholders about the problem and its potential causes and to guide research and development (R&D) investments toward the highest priority R&D requirements for countering UIT.

2. Definition of UIT
We use the following working definition of UIT:

An unintentional insider threat is (1) a current or former employee, contractor, or business partner (2) who has or had authorized access to an organization’s network, system, or data and who, (3) through action or inaction without malicious intent, (4) unwittingly causes harm or substantially increases the probability of future serious harm to the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of the organization’s resources or assets, including information, information systems, or financial systems.

Malicious intent requires the intention to cause harm. Harm can also be caused by those who have no malicious intent (i.e., are nonmalicious), either by action or inaction, even if they knowingly break a rule (e.g., the guard who fails to check all badges does not mean to allow a malicious actor into the
building, but he lets someone in who sets the building on fire). An organization’s resources or assets include people, organizational information including protected personal information and intellectual property, financial data, and information systems.

A UIT incident typically results from actions (or lack of action) by a nonmalicious insider (although not all such cases are characterized as completely nonmalicious, and individuals involved may not always be identified). We use the term UIT threat vectors\(^1\) to identify different types of UIT incidents:

- **DISC**, or accidental disclosure (e.g., via the internet)—sensitive information posted publicly on a website, mishandled, or sent to the wrong party via email, fax, or mail
- **UIT-HACK**, or malicious code (UIT-HACKing, malware/spyware)—an outsider’s electronic entry acquired through social engineering (e.g., phishing email attack, planted or unauthorized USB drive) that enables an attack carried out via software, such as malware and spyware
- **PHYS**, or improper/accidental disposal of physical records—lost, discarded, or stolen non-electronic records, such as paper documents
- **PORT**, or portable equipment no longer in possession—lost, discarded, or stolen data storage device, such as a laptop, PDA, smart phone, portable memory device, CD, hard drive, or data tape

2. **Research literature review on contributing factors**

We reviewed relevant research to identify possible contributing factors and begin to define mitigation strategies. A useful way to organize existing research is to map out possible causes and factors (contributing factors), which span a continuum between the culminating action by the UIT and the series of conditions, incidents, and failures that led to this failure. Table 1 summarizes research relevant to these factors (first column). In addition, the table describes means of observing or measuring the factors (second column) and possible mitigation strategies (third column, discussed in Section 5).

\(^1\) We use term threat vector instead of attack vector because the word attack connotes malicious intent, which is absent in the present context of unintentional acts by insiders.

2.1. **Organizational factors**

A major part of the UIT definition is the failure in human performance. While human errors can never be eliminated completely, they can be dramatically reduced through human error mitigation techniques. Such techniques should focus on system conditions that contributed to, or even made inevitable, the resulting errors and adverse outcomes. At the organizational level, these factors may be grouped into the following broad categories [3]: data flow—inadequate procedures or directions and poor communication; work setting—insufficient resources, poor management systems, and inadequate security practices; work planning and control—job pressure, time factors, task difficulty, change in routine, poor task planning and management practice, and lack of knowledge, skills, and ability; employee readiness—inattention, stress and anxiety, fatigue and boredom, illness and injury, drug and hormone side effects, values and attitudes, and cognitive factors.

Problems associated with organizational factors, such as work setting, management systems, and work planning, impact employee performance. For example, job stress [4] and time pressure [5] negatively affect performance; heavy and prolonged workload can cause fatigue, which adversely affects performance [6]; and in the presence of high email loads, users are more likely to respond to phishing email [7]. Organizational systems (particularly security systems) are often difficult and confusing [8]; systems that are difficult to use are less likely to be used [9]. Defensive measures may not detect well-implemented and sophisticated threats (such as malicious websites) [10]. Organizations are challenged to keep defensive measures and employee training up to date with changing strategies used by malicious adversaries; at least with respect to phishing threats, organizations can impact phishing susceptibility through antiphishing education [11].

2.2. **Human factors**

Despite organizations’ efforts to apply best practices, the systemic, more distal organizational contributing factors may lead to more immediate proximal precursors to UIT incidents. Organizational factors that increase stress may in turn lead to cognitive impacts such as narrowing of attention (attending to fewer cues) [12], [13] and reduced working memory capacity [14]–[16]. Cognitive factors associated with UIT susceptibility include attention deficits and poor situation awareness [17], [18], lack of knowledge and memory failures [19],
Individual differences in risk-taking behavior should also be considered. The National Institute of Standards and Technology defines risk as the net negative impact of the exercise of vulnerability, considering both the probability and the impact of occurrence [22]. Risky decision-making behavior depends primarily on risk propensity and risk perception [23]. Cognitive biases or limitations may lead to a variety of decision-making errors [24], including inappropriate evaluation or prediction of risk (errors in estimating probability or impact) and incorrect over-weighting of spectacular incidents. Risk-tolerant individuals may take big risks despite cybersecurity training, while risk-averse individuals are less likely to knowingly take risky actions.

Physical states may affect performance and judgment and therefore increase the likelihood of UIT incidents. Fatigue or sleepiness increases the likelihood of human error [25]. Drugs may impact cognitive ability through negative effects on attention, memory, calculation, abstraction, ability to follow complex commands, and visuospatial skills [26]. Abuse of drugs and alcohol may impair productivity [27]. Dopamine levels influence the amount of risk that people take [28].

2.3. Psychosocial and demographic factors

External as well as organizational factors may affect an individual’s emotional states, both normal and abnormal, which in turn can affect the human error rate and lead to UIT occurrences. Personality traits may be associated with UIT risk: for example, research by Parrish [29] indicates possible associations between social engineering susceptibility and various personality traits: high extraversion and increased susceptibility, high openness and decreased susceptibility, and high agreeableness and increased susceptibility.

Possible influences of demographic factors such as age, gender, and aspects of culture and subculture have not been conclusively demonstrated. Some studies report that females have lower perceived risk thresholds compared to males [30] and that females are more susceptible to phishing than males [11].

Various published results report phishing response rates between 3% and 11%, suggesting little, if any, cultural differences in phishing susceptibility [19], [31]–[33]. More research is needed to determine whether demographic factors such as age, gender, and culture are relevant and useful in developing more tailored mitigation strategies such as training and education topics.

3. Feature model and cases collected

Both intentional and unintentional insider threats play out in a broader sociological context of trust, workplace behaviors, and fallibility. To define the scope of the UIT project, we created a general taxonomy of negative impacts that discriminates among seven ways that projects fail, including intentional and unintentional actions on the part of both insiders and outsiders. This taxonomy of negative impacts is an extension of the one in Castelfranchi and Falcone’s trust model [34], and UIT incidents are a subset of the entire taxonomy.

We developed a comprehensive feature model of negative impacts that includes UIT incidents. A feature model is the collection of features that characterize instances of a concept. The model represents relevant characteristics of an incident in the form of a hierarchical diagram that decomposes the concept into features and subfeatures, definitions of each feature, rules for combining features (such as features requisite for other features), and rationale for choice of features. The model categorizes four mandatory features for each incident: (1) the roles of the individuals in a UIT incident, (2) the underlying causes, (3) the system and format of the disclosed data, and (4) the industry sector or government agency where the incident occurred. The feature model describes UIT incidents in terms of these mandatory features and subordinate features. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the model.

Figure 1. Extract of feature model

We use the feature model to analyze each case study that met the terms of the stated UIT definition. The analysis first considered the occurrence frequency of types of incidents under each top-level feature and its immediate subordinate features. The
feature model also helped characterize threat vectors and basic patterns of activity for each incident category, allowing our researchers to use features to search for specific types of incidents.

Because only 35 incidents with sufficient information to analyze were available, the results presented in this paper are preliminary. We found that 49% of the cases were associated with the DISC UIT threat vector, 6% with PHYS, 28% with PORT, and 17% with HACK. With nearly half of the incidents falling in the DISC category, the study determined that release through the internet and through email accounted for 23% and 20%, respectively, of the UIT cases. The combined incidence rates of PHYS and PORT (related to loss of electronic devices or non-electronic records) accounted for roughly one-third of the incidents, which points to the urgent need for a requirement for improved handling practices.

Figure 2 shows a class model for a UIT social engineering attack. The Attack Participant class includes the attacker and a number of UIT victims. The attacker may direct emails to a large number of potential UITs, or potential UITs may visit phishing websites. The Victim subclass includes only those who take the bait. The Attack Media class highlights the means used to obtain information, either through research in the early phases of the attack or UIT responses, malware, or other electronic means. The attack comprises a variety of objects in the Attack Artifacts class (email, malware, or web pages).

4. Legal and ethical challenges

As indicated in Table 1, various methods can help recognize or infer potential indicators of concern. Some are surveillance methods (such as monitored electronic communications), while others require more intrusive testing and/or accessing of personnel records (including medical records in some cases). Clearly, these methods were identified without regard to possible legal constraints or boundaries, which must be considered. Legal and ethical issues constitute a major topic that deserves more attention; here we highlight a few of the most pertinent issues.

Potential indicators that are measured using some type of psychological testing (e.g., tests assessing risk tolerance, personality traits) may be deemed mental health testing, which would be limited by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) or the Rehabilitation Act (for government employers). Monitoring electronic communications may implicate the Electronic Communication Privacy Act’s protections, requiring an employer to obtain consent or fall within one of the law’s exceptions. Differential treatment based on gender, age, culture, or subculture may be limited by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 [35] or the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 [36]. Similarly, workplace drug testing is subject to both federal and state legal restrictions, such as the Mandatory Guidelines for Federal Workplace Testing Programs or the ADA (except for illegal drugs); most states also have drug testing laws.

Approaches to mitigation of insider threats (malicious as well as UIT) must also take privacy and ethical issues into account [37], [38]. Privacy rights advocates seek to ensure that employees will not suffer unwanted intrusions and that potentially harmful information will not be acquired about them. On the other hand, to the employer, the cost and damage of one incident may warrant data monitoring, collection, and analysis. To alleviate adverse effects of monitoring, employers should communicate the reasons for electronic monitoring and find a balance between such monitoring and employee privacy [37]. Disclosure of monitoring policies also may remove the expectation of privacy, from a legal perspective. If the process is disclosed, explained, and managed equitably across employees, it may not be considered unfair by employees, and the mutual trust relationship required for a healthy organization may remain intact [38].

Beyond legal and moral boundaries, organizations will be less likely to use indicators that are only weakly correlated to increased risk or that are expensive to implement and deploy.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Effects</th>
<th>Measurement/Observation Methods</th>
<th>Mitigations Suggested by Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| General Organizational Factors | • Job stress negatively affects employee performance [4].  
• Security measures are often difficult and confusing for an average computer user, and resultant errors can yield serious consequences [8].  
• Systems that are difficult to understand or to use are negatively perceived by users and are less likely to be used [9].  
• Exposure to antiphishing education may have a large impact on phishing susceptibility [11].  
• Current antiphishing tools may not detect malicious websites that are well implemented [10].  
• More likely to respond to phishing emails in the presence of large email loads [7].  
• Time pressure negatively affects performance of even well-trained individuals [5].  
• Heavy and prolonged workload can cause fatigue, which adversely affects performance [6].  
• Stressors negatively impact human performance and increase errors, brought about through cognitive effects such as narrowing of attention (attending to fewer cues) [12], [13] and reduced working memory capacity [14]–[16]. | • Business process requirements that are public should be observable.  
• Conduct detailed examination of business processes and environment to identify harmful effects on human performance or risk behavior.  
• Conduct short worker surveys to assess business processes and environment.  
• Human factors and management systems evaluations may be conducted to improve productivity and enhance business processes. | • Assess business practice and management policies periodically to determine if business practices are arduous or have unintended effects on employee morale, performance, or risk behavior.  
• Apply risk management, measurement and analysis approaches to critical business processes with incident-driven reviews.  
• System dynamics modeling to characterize and communicate relationships between various contributing factors and unintended effects on employee morale, performance, or risk behavior. |

| Human Factors | Lack of attention, knowledge | Poor situation awareness increases potential for human error (e.g., opening a phishing email) [17], [18].  
• Users may not notice or read the security warnings or indicators, or fail to notice the absence of security indicators (e.g., a padlock icon in the status bar) when they should be present [10].  
• Users lack knowledge of design inconsistencies that distinguish real and fake error messages [20].  
• Users may lack key knowledge elements such as knowledge about security features and understanding of URL/domain name syntax [19]. | • Deficits in human attention and memory may be induced by human factors/organizational systems design issues and/or poor interface design. Various human factors based mitigations are relevant. | • Keep employees abreast of latest attack vectors and other threat-related news.  
• More effective design of user-system interfaces to increase situation awareness and lower risk of errors. |

| Workload | Individuals experiencing the stress of high subjective mental workload are more likely to lower the threshold of acceptable performance and to shed some security process steps or tasks, even critical ones [7].  
• Heavy and prolonged workload can cause fatigue, which adversely affects performance [6]. | While there are experimental methods for measuring workload (such as subjective mental workload), workload issues are caused by factors such as poor interface design, human factors/organizational systems design issues, inefficient work practices, etc., for which various human factors based mitigations are relevant. | • Assist in prioritizing critical tasks.  
• Automated tools to circumvent poor user decisions.  
• Maintain an optimal level of arousal and stress for low error rates. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Effects</th>
<th>Measurement/Observation Methods</th>
<th>Mitigations Suggested by Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Risk tolerance                      | - Findings on risky decision making—how people perceive risk and react to risky situations—are situation specific and depend on organizational and individual characteristics  
- Risky decision-making behavior depends primarily on risk propensity and risk perception [23]  
- The magnitude component of risk may be more important in shaping risk perception than the probability component of risk [39]  
- Negatively framed risks tend to induce more risky decisions; positively framed risks may lead to less risky choices [40] | - Risk tolerance: Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART) is a computerized and laboratory-based measure that correlates with a wide variety of risk-taking behaviors [30], [42]  
- Risk taking behavior is correlated with use of particular categories of words [43] as measured by the Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC) [44]; however, the applicability of this result to an individual’s risk tolerance level has yet to be determined | - If high-risk takers are identified using BART or LIWC assessments, training/awareness workshops might be used to raise awareness of risk tolerance/risky decision making behaviors and their possible impacts on UIT/security. Benefits of the word use assessment method include simplicity, speed, expected low cost of electronics communication monitoring for word count; and since it doesn’t involve psychological testing, it is not intrusive  
- Education about historical accidents and risk estimations  
- Training should employ personal/relevant descriptions of risk and reminders not to discount the probability of a particular (non-spectacular) concern |
| Cognitive limitations, biases, or faulty reasoning | - Cognitive biases or limitations may lead to a variety of decision making errors [24], including inappropriate evaluation/prediction of risk (errors in estimating probability and/or impact) and incorrect over-weighting of spectacular incidents  
- Mind wandering limits attentional resources and may lower performance [41], including ability to detect a risk  
- Annoyance with popup messages may lead users to click on fake popups [20].  
- Users may think that they do not need redundant security features to slow down their job and that security risks in the internet are over-hyped [10]. | - Cognitive biases are factors that contribute to human error, poor judgment, and flawed risk assessments that potentially increase the likelihood of UIT incidents. As such, it is most important to determine mitigation strategies or design principles to decrease the impact of cognitive biases or limitations rather than to develop or apply methods to measure such limitations.  
- Drug use might be observed using medical drug testing, for instance, urine sample tests, blood tests, hair sample tests, and breathalyzer tests.  
- Some hormones might be observed by medical testing and medical records. | - Training/awareness of cognitive biases such as prediction biases  
- Review systems designed to minimize security risks, including the CERT CRM and SRE methods  
- Automated tools to circumvent poor user decisions  
- Increase expertise leading to more balanced decisions  
- Provide info about costs of using technology  
- Appropriate framing may generate more risk-averse attitudes  
- Security/risk-related decisions framed positively to support less risky choice |
| Influence of physical states, drugs or hormone imbalances | - Fatigue or sleepiness increases the likelihood of human error [25]  
- Drugs may have negative effect on cognitive ability; may cause incorrect evaluation or prediction of risk  
- Two-thirds of patients in a 14-day substance abuse unit showed impaired neurocognitive performance, particularly in attention and memory, calculation, abstraction, ability to follow complex commands, and visuospatial skills [26].  
- Abuse of drugs and alcohol may be associated with loss of productivity [27].  
- Dopamine plays a role in the amount of risks that people take [28]. | - Drug use might be observed using medical drug testing, for instance, urine sample tests, blood tests, hair sample tests, and breathalyzer tests.  
- Some hormones might be observed by medical testing and medical records. | - Provide Employment Assistance Program (EAP) and adequate health insurance benefits for mental health care  
- Ensure access to appropriate treatment for drug use/abuse; drug testing (within restrictions)  
- Automated tools to circumvent poor user decisions  
- Improve management practices to foster a productive work environment (e.g., decreasing stress and increasing self-care) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Effects</th>
<th>Measurement/Observation Methods</th>
<th>Mitigations Suggested by Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychosocial, Sociocultural, and Other Factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality predispositions</td>
<td>• Individuals with various personality predispositions perceive risks as higher or lower than others without the predispositions&lt;br&gt;• Extraversion may lead to increased phishing vulnerability [29].&lt;br&gt;• People who score high on openness may be less susceptible to social engineering attacks [29].&lt;br&gt;• Agreeableness—associated with greater trust, altruism, and compliance—may be the personality factor most highly associated with social engineering susceptibility [29].</td>
<td>• Personality tests for aspects of personality&lt;br&gt;• Inferring personality traits through linguistic analysis of word counts in relevant word use categories [44]</td>
<td>• For high risk takers: apply strategies more often and with a greater degree of tailoring&lt;br&gt;• Improved management practices&lt;br&gt;• More effective security practices and processes&lt;br&gt;• Effective design of user-system interfaces&lt;br&gt;• Employ emotion- and logic-based influencers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concerning behaviors</td>
<td>• Concerning behaviors (e.g., those discussed in [45]) such as anger, disgruntlement, stress, etc. may provide indications of more deep-seated psychological/psychosocial issues that could negatively impact the employee's perception of risk, risk tolerance, and decision making performance&lt;br&gt;• Some moods affect perceptions of risk and the decision to act; an individual may take risks to improve his or her overall mood. However, research results are inconsistent regarding the effects of positive and negative moods on risk taking</td>
<td>• Concerning behaviors might be observed by colleagues and managers.&lt;br&gt;• Factors relating to mood of an individual (anger, frustration, anxiety) might be observed by colleagues visually noticing body language or through conversation, writing, psychological tests, or automated linguistic analysis of electronic communications.</td>
<td>• Provide workplace environment programs that enhance respectful and calm environments&lt;br&gt;• Ensure that employees have affordable access to mental health services, including drug treatment&lt;br&gt;• Provide appropriate time off for employees to find a balance between work and home life&lt;br&gt;• Promote team building activities and social interactions to enhance mood&lt;br&gt;• Provide Employment Assistance Program (EAP) to help employees reduce outside stresses, which may cause mind wandering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic factors (e.g., age, gender, cultural)</td>
<td>• Possible influences of demographic factors such as age, gender, and culture/subculture aspects have not been conclusively demonstrated, but the following results are suggestive regarding influences on risk tolerance/behavior:&lt;br&gt;• On average, females have lower perceived risk thresholds and males have higher perceived risk thresholds [30]&lt;br&gt;• People aged 18–25 found to be more susceptible to phishing [11]&lt;br&gt;• No significant differences found in phishing susceptibility between students, faculty, and staff in a university setting [19]&lt;br&gt;• Females more susceptible to phishing than males [11]&lt;br&gt;• Various published results report phishing response rates between 3% and 11%, suggesting little, if any, cultural differences in phishing susceptibility [19], [31]–[33].</td>
<td>• Demographic data may be obtained from personnel records.&lt;br&gt;• Cultures and subcultures (national, cross-national, and organizational) might be observed in a variety of ways. Citizenship records and records of places lived (past and present) might be maintained by national law enforcement or from national security databases.&lt;br&gt;• Information about languages spoken and social networks might be observed from online activity (possibly only available to law enforcement or national security personnel, but other data revealing this information might be publicly available, such as on a public Facebook page).&lt;br&gt;• Analysis of social networks could reveal information about probable culture and subculture affiliations. Linguistic analysis might reveal culture or subculture affiliations.</td>
<td>• Recurring training of potential threats and their significance via systems security mailing lists, websites, and news organizations&lt;br&gt;• Incident driven reviews of policies, practices, processes and training materials&lt;br&gt;• Provide opportunities for training and fair advancement&lt;br&gt;• Utilize effective learning tools based on learning styles and existing knowledge base&lt;br&gt;• Evaluate organizational culture of work environment&lt;br&gt;• Outline/develop ideal cultural workplace norms&lt;br&gt;• Thorough orientation and continued training&lt;br&gt;• Utilize ethnographic methods and maintain understanding of differing cultural norms&lt;br&gt;• Employ emotion- and logic-based influencers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Mitigation strategies

We have described UIT contributing factors (or potential factors), ranging from broad organizational factors to human factors with a cognitive or psychosocial context. Research is required to yield more definitive and actionable strategies, but we can speculate on mitigation strategies and approaches. Table 2 summarizes a preliminary set of mitigation strategies and countermeasures.

A proactive approach that seeks to create productive and healthy work environments represents a first line of defense in helping to reduce UIT incidents. The focus of proactive mitigation strategies tends to be on improvements in work processes (relieving time and workload pressure), management practices to avoid overtaxing staff, training to increase awareness and motivation, and usability of security tools to help overcome user errors and negligence, the most common underlying factors for UIT [46].

Policies and countermeasures to guard against the impacts of UIT incidents provide another line of defense against failures that occur despite prevention efforts. Milligan and Hutcheson [47] discuss applications, associated security threats, and suggested countermeasures. For example, one strategy might be to address malware attacks in email by adopting specific countermeasures and policies that encourage or enforce more stringent process discipline; other strategies include developing automated defense tools to better recognize email threats and applying data loss prevention software to recognize possible harmful sites.

6. Conclusion

Our preliminary study of the UIT problem has identified a number of possible contributing factors and mitigation strategies. The malicious insider threat and UIT share many contributing factors that relate to broad areas such as security practice, organizational processes, management practices, and security culture, but there are also significant differences. Human error plays a major role in UIT, so UIT countermeasures and mitigations should include strategies for improving and maintaining productive work environments, healthy security cultures, and human factors that increase usability and security of systems and decrease the likelihood of human errors. Differentiating risk-tolerant individuals from risk-averse individuals might enable an organization to increase or maintain productivity. For example, training and awareness programs should focus on enhancing recognition among staff of the UIT problem and help individuals identify possible cognitive biases and limitations that might put them at a higher risk of committing such errors or judgment lapses. However, training and awareness programs have their limits, and human factors or organizational systems cannot completely eliminate human errors associated with risk tolerance and other cognitive and decision processes. A comprehensive mitigation strategy should include more effective automated safeguards that seek to provide fail-safe measures against these failures.

Future research should include:

- Continue to collect incident data to accumulate cases for the UIT database. This will enable statistical analysis and further investigation of best and worst practices.
- Continue research to increase our understanding of UIT contributing factors and to help R&D stakeholders prioritize investments in new technology development, research, or practices that address the most important threat vectors.

### Table 2. Summary of UIT mitigation strategies and countermeasures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human Factors and Training</th>
<th>High-Level Organizational Best Practices</th>
<th>Automated Defense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Enhance awareness of insider threat and UIT.</td>
<td>- Review and improve management practices to align resources with tasks.</td>
<td>- Deploy better software to recognize bogus emails.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Heighten motivation to be wary of UIT risks.</td>
<td>- Improve data flow by enhancing communication and maintaining accurate procedures.</td>
<td>- Deploy data loss prevention software to recognize potentially harmful sites and email practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Train employees to recognize phishing and other social media threat vectors.</td>
<td>- Maintain productive work setting by minimizing distractions.</td>
<td>- Use firewalls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Engender process discipline to encourage following of policies and guidelines.</td>
<td>- Provide effective security practices (e.g., two-factor authentication for access).</td>
<td>- Use virus and malware protection software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Train continuously to maintain proper level of knowledge, skills, and ability.</td>
<td>- Implement effective work planning and control to reduce job pressure and manage time.</td>
<td>- Enable remote memory wipe for lost equipment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Conduct training on and improve awareness of risk perception and cognitive biases that affect decision making.</td>
<td>- Maintain employee readiness.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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